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Abstract. Nowadays, more and more program analysis tools adopt proﬁling approaches in order to obtain data dependences because of their
ability of tracking dynamically allocated memory, pointers, and array
indices. However, dependence proﬁling suﬀers from high time overhead.
To lower the overhead, former dependence proﬁling techniques either
exploit features of the speciﬁc program analyses they are designed for,
or let the proﬁling process run in parallel. Although they successfully
lowered the time overhead of dependence proﬁling by a certain amount,
none of them have tried to solve the fundamental problem that causes the
high time overhead: the memory operations that are repeatedly executed
in loops. In most of the time, these memory operations lead to exactly
the same data dependences. However, a proﬁling method has to proﬁle
all these memory operations over and over again in order to not miss a
single dependence that may occur just once. In this paper, we present
a method that allow a dependence proﬁling technique to skip memory
operations that are repeatedly executed in loops without missing any single data dependence. Our method works with all types of loops and does
not require any prepossessing like source annotation of the input code.
Experiment results show that our method can lower the time overhead
of data-dependence proﬁling by up to 52 %.
Keywords: Data-dependence · Proﬁling
analysis · Parallel programming
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Introduction

Extracting data dependences from programs serves as the foundation of many
program analysis and transformation methods. Especially, since data dependence is one of the main factors that preventing parallelism, data-dependence
analysis is the base of nearly all the tools that discover parallelism in parallel programming area. Tools for discovering parallelism [6,10,11,15,18,24] identify the most promising parallelization opportunities. Runtime scheduling frameworks [4,7,17,22] add more parallelism to programs by dispatching code sections
in a more eﬀective way. Automatic parallelization tools [1,8,13,25] transform
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sequential into parallel code automatically. Method that suggests parallel patterns [9] helps programmer to choose the most promising pattern for parallelizing
code. All the tools and methods mentioned above have in common the fact that
they rely on data-dependence information to achieve their goals.
Data dependences can be obtained in two main ways: static and dynamic
analysis. Static approaches determine data dependences without executing the
program. Although they are fast and even allow fully automatic parallelization in some cases [1,8], they lack the ability to track dynamically allocated
memory, pointers, and dynamically calculated array indices. This usually makes
their assessment conservative, limiting their practical applicability. In contrast,
dynamic dependence proﬁling captures only those dependences that actually
occur at runtime. Although dependence proﬁling is inherently input sensitive,
the results are still useful in many situations, which is why such proﬁling forms
the basis of many program analysis tools [3,6,10,11,15]. Moreover, input sensitivity can be addressed by running the target program with changing inputs
and computing the union of all collected dependences.
However, a serious limitation of data-dependence proﬁling is high time overhead. It may signiﬁcantly prolong the analysis, sometimes requiring an entire
night [19]. This is because dependence proﬁling requires all memory operations
to be instrumented and records of all accessed memory locations to be kept.
Many solutions have been proposed to lower the overhead. The ﬁrst solution is
to limit the scope to the subset of the dependence information needed for the
analysis they have been created for, sacriﬁcing generality and, hence, discouraging reuse. The second solution is sampling, also tries to analyze a subset of all
the memory operations but without losing generality. Based on sampled memory operations combined with a probabilistic model, the second solution proﬁles
data dependence with a sacriﬁce of accuracy. The last solution is to let the datadependence proﬁling process run in parallel. This is possible because some data
dependences related to one memory address do not aﬀect other dependences
related to another memory address. It does not lose generality or accuracy, but
it surely needs much more eﬀort to implement.
An observation is that many memory operations in loops are repeatedly
executed. In most of the time they lead to always the same data dependences,
but still need to be analyzed over and over again just because of some special
data dependences that rarely occur. None of the solutions mentioned above tried
to deal with this problem. In this paper, we present a method that allow a
dependence proﬁling technique to skip memory operations that are repeatedly
executed in loops without missing any data dependence. Our method works with
all types of loops, and allows nesting. Furthermore, our method can be applied in
combination with the existing overhead-reducing techniques mentioned above.
Experiments results on applications from NAS Parallel Benchmarks 3.3.1 [5] and
Starbench parallel benchmark suite [2] show that our method can lower the time
overhead of data-dependence proﬁling by up to 52 %.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we summarize
related work in Sect. 2. Then, we introduce the work ﬂow of data-dependence
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proﬁling in Sect. 3, providing a background of our method. In Sect. 4, we describe
the details of skipping memory operations in loops. Evaluation of our method and
a discussion on the characteristics of skipped memory operations are presented
in Sect. 5. Finally, we conclude the paper and outline future prospects in Sect. 6.

2

Related Work

In previous dynamic data-dependence proﬁling techniques, their overhead was
reduced through three major ways: tailoring the proﬁling technique to a speciﬁc
analysis, sampling memory operations, or parallelizing the proﬁling process.
Using dependence proﬁling, Kremlin [6] determines the length of the critical
path in a given code region. Based on this knowledge, it calculates a metric
called self-parallelism, which quantiﬁes the parallelism of the region. Instead
of pair-wise dependences, Kemlin records only the length of the critical path.
Alchemist [24], a tool that estimates the eﬀectiveness of parallelizing program
regions by asynchronously executing certain language constructs, proﬁles dependence distance instead of detailed dependences. Although these approaches proﬁle data dependences with low overhead, the underlying proﬁling technique has
been tailored to the speciﬁc analysis, and has diﬃculty in supporting other program analyses.
Another solution to decrease the proﬁling overhead is to use approximate representation rather than instrument every memory operation. Previous work [20]
tried to ignore memory operations in a code section when it had been executed
more than 232−k times. However, when setting k = 10, only 33.7 % of the memory operations are covered, which can lead to signiﬁcant inconsistency in proﬁled
data dependences. Vanka and Tuck [21] proﬁled data dependencies based on signature and also compared the accuracy under diﬀerent sampling rates. In this
work, sampling was done in function level. A sampling rate of M means the next
M − 1 invocations of a function will be skipped. When decreasing the sampling
rate from 1 to 100, an obvious drain of accuracy was observed.
There are also approaches that reduce the time overhead of dependence proﬁling through parallelization. For example, SD3 [12] exploits pipeline and data
parallelism to extract data dependences from loops. DiscoPoP [16] distributes all
the memory operations of a program among a number of worker threads based on
the accessed address, and a redistribution table is used to ensure balanced workload. Multi-slicing [23] leverages compiler support for parallelization. Before execution, the compiler divides the proﬁling job into multiple proﬁling tasks through
a series of static analyses. All these approaches successfully reduced the time overhead of data-dependence proﬁling without losing generality or accuracy. However,
they still analyze all memory operations. At a certain time, the parallelism exist
among diﬀerent memory addresses cannot be exploited further by increasing the
number of worker threads, and the huge number of memory operations that need
to be processed sequentially dominates the proﬁling overhead.
Like Kremlin, Alchemist, and former work [20,21], our method also proﬁles
only a subset of all the memory operations of a program. Unlike these methods,
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Fig. 1. Work ﬂow of data-dependence proﬁling.

our approach does not lose generality or accuracy. The skipped memory operations are those repeatedly executed and lead to identical data dependences.
Theoretically, our approach can work with any code sections that are executed
more than once.

3

Background

A proﬁling techniques usually contains two parts: an instrumentation component
that inserts analysis functions into the target code following speciﬁc rules, and
a runtime library that implements the analysis functions and data structures.
In data-dependence proﬁling, the instrumentation component inserts analysis
functions for every memory operation. Instrumented code will be linked against
the runtime library and executed. The runtime library is further divided into
two components. The ﬁrst component is called shadow memory. During runtime, the analysis functions keep tracking each memory locations accessed in
the target application, and maintain access status of each memory location in
a separate memory space. The second component is data-dependence storage,
where data dependences are built and stored when the statuses in shadow memory are changed.
Figure 1 shows the work ﬂow of data-dependence proﬁling. Among the three
phases, instrumentation can be done statically, and time overhead of instrumentation is usually negligible. The main time overhead are caused by the remaining
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two phases: updating shadow memory and building dependence. Both shadow
memory and dependence storage are typically implemented based on table-like
data structures where each memory address or data dependence has an entry.
Given the truth that the number of memory operations and data dependences
are usually very large, the overhead is mainly incurred by searching, updating,
and inserting elements to the data structures. As a result, data-dependence proﬁling typically slows the program down by a factor ranging from 100 to 150. [10]
However, not every memory operation has to be processed through all the
three phases. Let us take the loop shown in Fig. 2 as an example. After proﬁling
two iterations of the loop, data dependences are complete. Table 1 shows the
dependences. Source and sink are the source code locations of the former and the
latter memory operations, respectively. Type is the dependence type, including
read after write (RAW), write after read (WAR), and write after write (WAW).
Variable is the variable that causing a dependence. When source and sink of
a dependence belong to diﬀerent iterations of a loop, we call the dependence a
loop-carried dependence.

Fig. 2. A simple loop where data dependences will not change over iterations.
Table 1. Data dependences of the loop shown in Fig. 2.
ID Sink Source Type

Variable Loop-carried

1

2

2

write after read (WAR) sum

no

2

3

1

write after read (WAR) k

no

3

3

2

write after read (WAR) k

no

4

3

3

write after read (WAR) k

no

5

1

3

read after write (RAW) k

yes

6

2

2

read after write (RAW) sum

yes

7

2

3

read after write (RAW) k

yes

8

3

3

read after write (RAW) k

yes

Among the dependences shown in Table 1, dependence 1–4 can be obtained
within the ﬁrst iteration, and dependence 5–8 will be added once the second
iteration is done. After that, no more data dependence will be built, no matter
how many iterations the loop has. In this case, proﬁling these memory operations
over and over again is just a waste of time. It may be necessary to keep updating
statuses in shadow memory for correctness, but we deﬁnitely do not want to
touch dependence storage after data dependences for a code section are complete.
In the next section, we show how we skip these memory operations after the
dependences are fully obtained to accelerate the proﬁling process.
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Approach

An abstract analysis function for a memory operation looks like this:
mem op(accessType, accessInfo, addr).
For a memory operation, accessType can be either read or write. It does not
change over time. In practice, two analysis functions will be created for read and
write operations, respectively. Necessary information needed to update shadow
memory are stored in accessInfo, and passed into the analysis function. Usually, accessInfo is the identiﬁer of the associate memory operation. For example, the address of the instruction, the source line location, the variable name,
or a combination of such information. Depending on concrete implementation,
accessInfo may or may not be unique to each memory operation. However,
for one memory operation, its accessInfo does not change. addr is the memory address accessed by the memory operation. It can change if the address is
referred by pointers.
4.1

Condition on addr

If a memory operation can be safely skipped, the memory address it accesses
must not change over time. For simplicity, we create a variable called lastAddr
for each memory operation storing the memory address accessed by the memory
operation last time. And we require
addr == lastAddr
to be a necessary condition if a memory operation can be safely skipped. last
Addr should be initialized with an address which is rarely accessed, like 0 × 0.
When the condition on addr holds, it only means that the current memory
operation has been proﬁled before. It does not mean all data dependences that
are related to the current memory operation have been obtained. Again, let
us take the loop shown in Fig. 2 as an example. After applying the condition
on addr, all the memory operations in the ﬁrst iteration will be proﬁled, and
dependence 1–4 in Table 1 are obtained. However, from the second iteration,
memory operations are skipped because the addresses they access do not change.
Thus, we name the condition on addr a necessary condition, and we still need
other conditions to decide if a memory operation can be skipped.
4.2

Condition on accessInfo

The key to cover all data dependences is to decide when to resume proﬁling once
the proﬁling has been paused. Our solution is to have a mechanism that allows
a memory operation be notiﬁed if the access status of its memory address has
changed, so that the memory operation must be proﬁled again.
In order to track the access status of a memory address, the shadow memory
stores accessInfo of the last read operation and the last write operation to
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the address. We call them statusRead and statusWrite, respectively. We
then create two variables lastStatusRead and lastStatusWrite for each
memory operation, storing the accessInfo of the last read operation and the
last write operation to the memory address when the memory operation was
proﬁled last time, respectively. Then we require
statusRead == lastStatusRead &&
statusWrite == lastStatusWrite
to be another necessary condition if a memory operation can be safely skipped.
Both lastStatusRead and lastStatusWrite should be initialized with
impossible values for accessInfo.
When the condition on accessInfo holds, it means that the access status of
the memory address has been seen before. We say “has been seen before” because
the address may change, and the access status of the current memory address
may just coincidentally be the same as the access status of another address.
This is very likely to happen when accessInfo is not unique to each memory
operation. However, combing the two conditions on addr and accessInfo
will give the suﬃcient condition if a memory operation can be safely skipped: a
memory operation has been proﬁled before, and the access status of its memory
address has not changed since it was proﬁled last time.
When the conditions do not hold anymore, it means either the memory operation accesses a diﬀerent memory address, or the access status of the memory
address has changes. No matter which situation it is, the memory operation must
be proﬁled again in order to cover new data dependences.
4.3

Example

In this section, we show how our method works on a simple example, and a
special case where a memory operation can be skipped even without updating
its status in shadow memory.

Fig. 3. A loop containing for memory operations on the same memory address.

Figure 3 shows a loop with four memory operations (op1–op4). All the memory operations access the same memory address x. We show memory operations
instead of source code so that the proﬁling process can be clearly illustrated.
Data dependences of the loop shown in Fig. 3 are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Data dependences of the loop shown in Fig. 3.
ID Sink Source Type

Variable Loop-carried

1

op2

op1

read after write (RAW)

x

no

2

op3

op1

read after write (RAW)

x

no

3

op4

op3

write after read (WAR)

x

no

4

op1

op4

write after write (WAW) x

yes

Table 3. Changing process of values of lastStatusRead and lastStatusWrite
in the proﬁling process on the loop shown in Fig. 3.
Op
write x
read x
read x
write x

lastStatusRead
init 1st 2nd 3rd
— 0 3 S
— 0 3 S
— 2 S S
— 3 S S

lastStatusWrite
init 1st 2nd 3rd
— 0 4 S
— 1 1 S
— 1 S S
— 1 S S

Table 4. Changing process of the statuses in shadow memory in the proﬁling process
on the loop shown in Fig. 3.
init op1 op2 op3 op4 op1 op2 op3 op4
statusRead 0

0

2

3

3

3

2

3

3

statusWrite 0

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

4

The changing process of values stored in lastStatusRead and
last StatusWrite for each memory operation is shown in Table 3. “1st”,
“2nd””, and “3rd” refer to the ﬁrst, the second, and the third iteration of the
loop, respectively. An “S”means the memory operation is skipped, otherwise
the memory operation is processed and the value of lastStatusRead and
lastStatusWrite are updated.
The changing process of the accessing status of x in shadow memory is shown
in Table 4. We adopt the most common design, where for each memory address
the last read operation and the last write operation to the address are stored.
In both Tables 3 and 4, we use “1” for op1, “2” for op2, and so fort.
Let us examine the proﬁling process step by step. In the beginning, last
StatusRead and lastStatusWrite are initialized to “–”, statusRead and
statusWrite are 0, and lastAddr is 0 × 0. Now comes op1. Since addr is
not equal to lastAddr, op1 is processed. Statuses in shadow memory are loaded
into lastStatusRead and lastStatusWrite, which are both 0 in case of
op1. Then op1 updates shadow memory. statusWrite of x is now 1.
The same process happens to op2. The diﬀerence is that when op2 is executed, statusRead and statusWrite of x has been changed to 0 and 1,
respectively. With statusWrite is no longer zero, a read-after-write (RAW)
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dependence from op2 to op1 is built, which is the ﬁrst dependence shown in
Fig. 2. The proﬁling process continues, and dependence 2, 3 are built when op3
and op4 are proﬁled.
Now the proﬁling process enters the second iteration, and op1 comes again.
Although the condition on addr holds this time, the condition on AccessInfo
fails. The last time op1 was proﬁled, the last read operation (stored in last
StatusRead) and the last write operation (in lastStatusWrite) to x were 0.
After the ﬁrst iteration is completed, they are 3 and 4. op1 must be proﬁled again
in order to cover new dependences. Thus, the last data dependence in Table 2
is built. The same situation also happens to op2, but it only leads to a readafter-read (RAR) dependence, which is ignored in most of the data-dependence
proﬁlers.
Both condition holds when op3 is executed again, and it is skipped. No
dependence instance is built, and no query to the dependence storage. Note
that shadow memory is still updated for correctness. From then on, all further
memory accesses to x in the same loop are skipped, and no dependence is missed.
The dependence storage is touched only four times, exactly as the number of
dependences the loop contains.
Special Case. When the loop contains only op1, op2, and op3, statusWrite
to x will be always 1. This is a special case where the following condition holds:
currentWrite == statusWrite == lastStatusWrite.
In this case, a write operation can be skipped without updating shadow
memory. The same applies for read operation as well.

5

Evaluation

We implemented our method in the data-dependence proﬁler [16] of DiscoPoP
[14,15]. The proﬁler contains several diﬀerent implementations of shadow memory. In this paper, we choose an implementation where statusRead and
statusWrite of a memory address are stored in two separate sets called readSet
and writeSet, respectively. Both of the two sets are non-approximate representation, meaning no false positives or false negatives will be built.
We conducted a range of experiments to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our
method. Test cases are the NAS Parallel Benchmarks 3.3.1 [5] (NAS), a suite
of programs derived from real-world computational ﬂuid-dynamics applications,
and a few applications from the Starbench parallel benchmark suite [2], which
covers programs from diverse domains, including image processing, information
security, machine learning and so on.
5.1

Time Overhead

Figure 4 shows the slowdowns of the data-dependence proﬁler on NAS benchmarks and kmeans from Starbench before (dp) and after (dp+opt) applying the
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(a) Slowdown on NAS.

(b) Slowdown on Starbench.
Fig. 4. Slowdowns of the data-dependence proﬁler of DiscoPoP on NAS and Starbench benchmarks with (DiscoPoP+opt) and without (DiscoPoP) skipping repeatedly
executed memory operations.

mechanism of skipping memory operations that are repeatedly executed in loops.
As it shown, our method reduces the slowdown of data-dependence proﬁling on
all of the test cases. The highest slowdown reduction shows in FT (52.0 %), and
the lowest shows in rot-cc (31.1 %). On average, our method reduces the time
overhead of data-dependence proﬁling by 41.3 %. The outputs after applying our
method were compared to the original ones using diﬀ tool, and no diﬀerence is
observed.
Whether our method reduces the time overhead of data-dependence proﬁling on an application depends on the computation pattern of the application.
Theoretically, the more work done in loops (or other repetitive manner), the
more eﬀective our method will be. If a program does not have any code sections
that are executed more than once, which is obviously very uncommon for a realworld application, our method should actually bring a minor time overhead due
to condition checking. In test cases FT, LU, and CG, the biggest hot spots are
all loops. Applying our method on these test cases give reductions on slowdown
of 52 %, 51 %, and 44 %, respectively.
Memory access pattern is another factor that can aﬀect the eﬀectiveness
of our method. In the worst case, accessed memory addresses change in every
iteration, which means the proﬁling process cannot be paused. This usually
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Table 5. Statistics of memory operations that lead to data dependence but skipped
on NAS benchmarks and kmeans from Starbench.
Benchmark
BT
CG
EP
FT
IS
LU
MG
SP
kmeans
md5
c-ray
ray-rot
rgbyuv
rotate
rot-cc
average

read
total
skipped [%]
743 969 748
71.94
562 665 608
79.20
1 268 263 496
96.75
1 034 144 426
99.68
26 061 226
82.69
368 187 710
87.09
66 160 096
82.60
450 997 264
83.54
1 124 603 733
65.27
3 908 055
91.05
1 251 777 658
64.77
500 462 138
56.48
25 639 777
89.28
328 610 773
89.17
427 139 027
91.67
—
82.08

write
total
skipped [%]
104 153 401
22.66
82 428 819
92.32
528 633 275
89.00
274 436 113
99.53
10 596 042
73.53
36 303 260
41.92
5 876 449
53.88
51 853 149
44.31
225 500 303
87.97
1 368 725
97.99
264 217 429
48.35
133 222 408
47.65
15 977 310
85.32
53 662 659
56.59
76 733 411
57.34
—
66.56

read+write
total
skipped [%]
848 123 149
65.89
645 094 427
80.88
1 796 896 771
94.47
1 308 580 539
99.65
36 657 268
80.04
404 490 970
83.04
72 036 545
80.26
502 850 413
79.50
1 350 104 036
69.06
5 276 780
92.85
1 515 995 087
61.91
633 684 546
54.62
41 617 087
87.76
382 273 432
84.60
503 872 438
86.44
—
80.06

happens when computation is based on array or matrix. Results on test cases
BT, IS, rotate, and rot-cc are aﬀected due to this problem.
5.2

Skipped Memory Operations

In the second experiment, we get statistics of the memory operations that
lead to data dependence but skipped in each test case. As most of the datadependence proﬁlers do, read-after-read (RAR) dependences are not proﬁled in
our experiment.
Table 5 shows the statistics. In each column group, “percent” gives the percent of memory operations skipped of the type speciﬁed for the group. As it is
shown, on average 80.06 % of the memory operations that lead to data dependences are skipped. It is surprising that the full data dependence set of an application can be obtained by proﬁling only 20 % of its memory operations (or even
less because those do not lead to dependences are skipped already). The results
give us an insight of how much time were wasted in a classic data-dependence
proﬁler that proﬁles identical data dependences over and over again.
Although on average about 80 % of the memory operations that lead to data
dependence are skipped, the slowdown reductions shown in Fig. 4 never achieve
60 %. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, in most cases, skipping a memory
operation means skipping the data dependence building phase. Overhead is still
incurred by updating shadow memory. The second reason is that proﬁling a
write operation is more complex than proﬁling a read, and the percentage of
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skipped write operations (66.56 %) is less than the percentage of read (82.08 %).
Proﬁling a write operation needs to check both WAW and WAR dependences,
while proﬁling read operation only needs to check RAW.
5.3

Memory Overhead

Our method introduces a minor overhead on memory consumption of datadependence proﬁling because of the variables created for condition check. However,
compared to the memory overhead of shadow memory, the memory overhead of
our method can be ignored. In our experiments, one 64-bit integer (lastAddr)
and two 32-bit integers (lastStatusRead and lastStatusWrite) are created for each distinct memory operation. However, the number of distinct memory operations is usually small comparing to the number of total memory operations due to loops and other code blocks that are repeatedly executed. For example, kmeans has 109 memory operations in total and iterates 300 times. Thus,
the number of distinct memory operations in kmeans is roughly 3 × 106 . With
16 Bytes memory overhead each, our method results in about 50 MB memory
consumption. The memory overhead of shadow memory, however, is almost ten
times of that. Memory consumption of the state-of-the-art data-dependence proﬁlers [12,16] ranges from several hundred mega bytes to several giga bytes. Using
10 % memory more to reduce the time overhead by 30–50 % is deﬁnitely a bargain.

6

Conclusion

Data-dependence proﬁling has a huge time overhead because it applies heavy
analysis to every memory operation of the target program. Existing solutions
to reduce the number of memory operations needed to be analyzed includes
static analysis and sampling. However, the number of data dependences that
can be determined statically is usually limited. Sampling, on the other side,
skips memory operations according to certain pre-deﬁned rules with no respect
to the memory access pattern of the target program.
In this paper, we proposed a fast data-dependence proﬁling method that
can skip memory operations repeatedly executed in loops. By storing a short
proﬁling history for each memory operation, our method recognizes memory
operations that have been recently proﬁled and skips them, and, which is more
important, resumes proﬁling when the access pattern changes. According to the
experiment results, our method reduces the time overhead of data-dependence
proﬁling by 42.5 % on average. Furthermore, in contrast to sampling approaches,
our method ensures consistent state in shadow memory, lowering the time overhead without losing accuracy. Finally, our method can cooperate with existing
overhead-lowering techniques for data-dependence proﬁling like static analysis
and parallelization.
We plan to develop a fast data-dependence proﬁler with the help of both
former techniques of reducing overhead like parallelization and the method presented in this paper. We are also interested in applying our method to proﬁlers
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that built on top of virtual machines, where the original code without instrumentation can be scheduled into execution when all its memory operations are
marked as skipped.
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